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The Koch Snowflake

Recently in DNL class, we studied the fractals,what it is
and how it can be used. To understand it, we used an
exempleof fractals : The Koch Snowflake, basically it's a
triangle on wich you add another triangle on each side of
it, do every time you get more and more triangle because
you multiply the total number of sides by 3 every time. it is
infinite but the more you will do it, the more it will look like
a snowflake. There are a lot of exemple of fractals in
nature, a snowflake is an exemple of it.
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REPORTAGE OF THE LIFE OF THE FRACTAL

For draw the Koch snowflake we can

follow instructions: - We start by drawing

an equilateral triangle with the side

length of tour choice. - Then divide each

side by three, remove the middle third

and draw two side of an equilateral

triangle. - The repeat the step two as

many times as you want. More the

numbers of steps are greater more the

snowflake is beautiful. The steps

comport a common ratio it is an iteration.

Representation of the frqctal Figure of the Koch 's Flocon

Biographie of Robert Koch :
Robert Koch was born in December 11, 1843 in

Clausthal, Kingdom of Hanover - May 27, 1910 in

Baden-Baden, German Empire) is a German doctor

known for his discovery of the bacterium responsible for

tuberculosis which bears his name: "Koch's bacillus ".

His work to discover it earned him the 1905 Nobel Prize

in Physiology or Medicine. He was one of the founders

of bacteriology.
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The fractals are present all over our life,
in the street, in the object or in our corp.

The perimeter of this figure is an

infinite perimeter because when

we add a triangle on one side the

perimeter was increasing, and

these operations can be done

indefinitely. The fractals are used

in the real life in some things, for

example this mathematics object

have a self-similarity structure at

all scales. The fractals compose

some elements as many natural

phenomena such as the layout of

coastlines or the appearance of

Romanesco cabbage have

approximate fractal shapes.

For draw the Koch snowflake

we can follow this method

above and use these

relations: Cn is the number of

sides at step n: (Cn) >=1

Cn+1 = n+1*Cn Ln is the

sides length at step n: (Ln)

>=1 Ln+1 = 1/3*Ln Pn is the

total length of closed curve at

step n: (Pn) >=1 Pn = Cn*Ln

The property of the fratcal

Koch snowflake is that is a

closed curve of infinite length

which encloses a finite area,

in a circle.
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A Fractal is a rough or fragmented

geometric shape that can be split

into parts, each of which is (at least

approximately) a reduced-size copy

of the whole, a property called self-

similarity. One of the “classic”

fractals is the Koch snowflake,

named after Swedish mathematician

Helge von Koch (1870-1924). The

construction of the Koch snowflake

begins with an equilateral triangle

whose sides are unit long. In the

first iteration, a triangle with sides

one-third unit long is added in the

center of each side of the original. In

the second iteration, a Triangle with

sides one-ninth unit long is added in

the center of each side of the first

iteration. Successive iterations

continue this process indefinitely.

The paradoxes of

the Fractals:

A closed curve of

infinit length and a

finit area.

Note:

Helge Von
Koch, a
swedish

mathematician

Niels Fabian Helge von

Koch (January 25, 1870 -

March 11, 1924) was a

Swedish mathematician,

who gave his name to the

famous fractal known as

the Koch curve, which was

one of the earliest fractal

curves to have been

described
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#Draw an equilateral triangle of side

length a=1

#For the second stage, we keep the

same triangle, but each side have to be

cut in 3, in the middle part of each side

draw a triangle, to finally have 12 sides

equals. It’s better if we delete the lines

inside the figure.

#For stage 3, we repeat this procedure,

draw a triangle equilateral of each side,

to have 48 sides.

#On stage 4, we have a figure who looks

like a snowflake.

What are they useful in real life ?

The interest of using the Fractals and

that they allow, in graphic art for

example present in the cinema of Create

complex and realistic Forms with a very

good performance, from a mathematical

point of view, Formula, function,

occupies a very small place compared to

the real aspect of what one wants to

create.



The word “fractals” has been invented

by Benoît Mandelbrot, a mathematician.

He describe a fractal like some

geometric objects that zooming on some

part we can see the whole figure. They

are a self-similar figure. We can find

fractals in lot of object in nature like the

clouds or on the trees with here leaf.

Fractals
What is fractals, the
geometric object who exist
in every natural object ?

Légende Nemo enim ipsam tatem quia
voluptas sit aspernatur.

Mathematics

Perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error

sit voluptatem accusantium doloremque

laudantium, totam rem aperiam, eaque

ipsa quae ab illo inventore veritatis et

quasi architecto beatae vitae dicta sunt

explicabo. Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem

quia voluptas sit aspernatur aut odit aut

fugit, sed quia consequuntur magni

dolores eos qui ratione voluptatem.

Sequi nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam

est, qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit

amet, consectetur, adipisci velit, sed

quia non nucommodi consequatur? Sed

ut perspiciatis unde omnis isterali

Titre lorem ipsum dolor amet

Est, qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit
amet, consectetur, adipisci velit, sed
quia non numquam eius modi
tempora incidunt ut labore et dolore
magnam aliquampora incidunt ut
labore et dolore magnam aliquam
quaerat voluptatem. Ut enim ad
minima.
nam aliquampora incidunt ut labore
et dolore magnam aliquam quaerat
voluptatem. Ut enim minima. 350
signes

Neque porro quisquam
lorem ipsum

MOT CLÉ

BRÈVES
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Remque laudantium, totam rem

aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo

inventore veritatis et quasi architecto

beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo. Nemo

enim ipsam voluptatem quia voluptas sit

aspernatur aut odit aut fugit, sed quia

consequuntur magni dolores eos qui

ratione voluptatem. Sequi nesdolorem

ipsum quia dolor sit amet, consectetur,

adipisci velit, sed quia non nucommodi

consequatur? Sed ut perspiciatis unde

omnis.

Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem quia

voluptas sit aspernatur aut odit aut fugit,

sed quia consequuntur magni dolores

eos qui ratione voluptatem sequi

nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam est, qui

dolorem ipsum quia. 1800 signes.

Sit voluptatem accusantium doloremque

laudantium, totam rem aperiam, eaque

ipsa quae ab illo inventore veritatis et

quasi architecto

Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem quia

voluptas sit aspernatur aut odit aut fugit,

sed quia consequuntur magni dolores

eos qui ratione voluptatem sequi

nesciunt. N quisquam est, qui dolorem

ipsum quia dolor sit amet, consectetur,

adipisci velit, sed quia non sed quia

consequuntur magni dolores numquam

eius modi tempora incidunt ut labore et

dolore magnam aliquam quaerat

voluptatem. 1000 signes.
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Instruction for making the snowflake:

At the start it will be necessary to make

an equilateral triangle. Then we will use

the segments of the triangle: We divide

the line segment into three segments of

equal lengths. We construct an

equilateral triangle based on the middle

segment of the first step. We remove the

line segment which was the base of the

triangle of the second step. The Koch

curve is the limit of the curves obtained,

when the steps mentioned above are

repeated indefinitely.

Step 1: each side of the equilateral

triangle must measure 12cm. Then each

side is divided into three equal parts.

Step 2: You will take the middle of the

three equal parts and redo the

equilateral triangle on each side must

measure 4cm then erase the middle

segment to leave the area of the

triangle, this action you will repeat it on

the three sides of the triangle

Step 3: You can repeat the actions

endlessly for each equilateral triangle

you complete.

The Koch snow flake
Problem: How to make the
snowflake by Kock?

Koch Snowflake Stage

Snowflake
Progress to
Infinite Perimeter In real life

Fractals for example make it
possible to compress images
very efficiently, with a constant
quality whatever the zoom, they
make it possible to create
realistic textures, and can make
it possible to rasterize an
image.
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Snowflake Progress to Infinite Perimeter

The original Von Koch curve, also called the

snowflake curve, is obtained as the limit of a

polygonal contour. At each step, as illustrated

opposite, each side of the polygon is indented on its

middle third by two segments at 60 ° and 120 °. Von

Koch's original construction starts from the

equilateral triangle. By continuing long enough, we

arrive at a very "tortured" figure. In practice, the

curve displayed on a screen no longer varies when

the elementary segment falls below the distance

between two pixels, and we can stop the process,

but in the mathematical ideal, we continue

indefinitely. We thus arrive at what has long been

considered a mathematical monstrosity, a curve of

infinite length (we can easily see that the perimeter

is multiplied by 4/3 at each turn) inscribed in a

limited domain, and derivable nowhere and that we

consider as an example of a fractal curve,

"elementary" because of the simplicity of the

construction process.
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Fractals are figures invariant by change of

scale and are the graphic representation of

recurring sequences. It is an "infinitely

fragmented" geometric object whose details

are observable at an arbitrarily chosen scale.

Fractals are used to describe objects whose

shapes reveal similar patterns on smaller and

smaller scales of observation. They are used

to describe natural phenomena with a certain

irregularity, such as in geology for the study

of mountainous landforms or in medicine for

the study of organs.

Mandelbrot set :
In mathematics, the Mandelbrot set is a
fractal defined as the set of points c of
the complex plane.

Fractal snowflake :
The Koch snowflake is one of the first
fractal curves to be described. It was

invented in 1904.

How to draw the Koch Snowflake:
To begin with, you must have an equilateral triangle

whose sides are one unit long.

Then, draw a triangle with sides one-third unit long

in the center of each side of the original.

After that, draw a triangle with sides one-ninth unit

long in the center of each new side.

Finally, remove your construction traits and you

have your Koch snowflake.

The Koch snowflake and fractals:

The properties and the paradox of
the Koch snowflake :

- The Koch snowflake is a closed

curve of infinite length which

encloses a finite area. The

dimension strictly greater than the

topological dimension.

- A close curve of infinite length and

a finite area.

The calculation part :
Cn = The number of sides at step n.

Sequence (Cn) is a geometric sequence with

common ratio 4.

Ln = The length of the sides at step n. The

sequence (ln) is a geometric sequence with

common ratio q = 1/3

Pn = The perimeter at step n.

Example :
At step 2,

Cn = 12,

Ln = 6.6 and

Pn = 80

So to calculate C3 we do : 4 * C2 C3 = 48

To calculate L3, we do : L2 * (1/3) L3 = 2.2cm

And to calculate P3, we do : C3 * L3 P3 =

100.6cm



Let Cn the number of sides at step n. the Sequence (Cn)

is a geometric sequence with common ratio 4. Let Ln the

length of the sides at step n. The sequence (ln) is a

geometric sequence with common ratio q = 1/3. Let Pn

the perimeter at step n. For the calculation : At step 2 : C2

= 12 L2 = 6.6 P2 = 80 So for find C3 we do : C3 = 4 * C2

C3 = 4* 12 C3 = 48 To calculate L3, we do : L3 = L2 * (1/

3) L3 = 6.6* (1/3) L3 = 2.2cm And to calculate P3, we do :

P3 = C3 * L3 P3 = 48* 2.2 P3 = 100.6cm

First of all, a fractal is a rough or fragmented geometric shape that can be split into parts, each of
which is (at least approximately) a reduced-size copy of the whole, a property called self-
similarity. The fractals are used to represent complex shapes.

Fractals are used in all kinds of fields such
as electronics to make phone antennas. In
geology for the study of reliefs, mountains,
trees and for measuring the length of
British coasts, for example. They are also
used in medicine for the study of organs.
All of these are made up of fractals.

The
Mandelbrot
set

The koch snow
flake.

ZOOM

In the first iteration, a triangle with sides
one-third unit long is added in the center
of each side of the original.

In the second iteration, a triangle with sides one-ninth unit long is added in
the center of each side of the first iteration.

Successive iterations continue this
process indefinitely.

1 1Wilfried LEROY

The property of the fractal koch

snowflake is : The koch snow flake is

a closed curve of infinite lenght

which encloses a finite area.



This magic trick makes it easy to

calculate an operation of five numbers

with five digits.

The player gives me a five-digit number,

for example 23,785. The magician

chooses another number. The sum of

these two numbers should equal 99,999,

for example 76,214. They reproduce the

same thing once, 54 321 and 45 678

The player chose another different

number, 148933The result is 214 891.

To the last number, you add two at the

beginning of the number and you

substract two from the last number.

The two pairs of numbers given by the

player and the magician add up to,

2x99,999 = 199,998. Whatever the

player gives his two new numbers.

199,998 = 200,000-2 Let’s denote by :

a4 ; a3 ; a2 ; a1 ; a0 The five digits of

the third number given by the player. In

our example, a4 = 1, a3 = 4, a2= 8, a1=

9, a0= 3 This new number is also 14893

= 1x10^4 + 4x10^3 + 8x10^2 + 9x10^1 +

3x10^0 The five numbers add up to

200,000 -2 + a4 x10^4 + a3 x10^3 + a2

x10^2 + a1 x10^1 + a0 x10^0 = 2x10^5

+ a4 x10^4 + a3 x10^3 + a2 x10^2 + a1

x10^1 + (a0 -2) x1 Which is written as 2

a4 a3 a2 a1 (a0-2.

"Math a kind of magic"

Magic Trick

667

INTERVIEW

LEROY Pierrick 1 STI2D B

Légende de la photo
lorem ipsum dolorem
at conceptuer lorem ipsum
dolorem at concepture



THE LIGHTING ADDITION TRICK

Trick exemple I will do the magic
trick with a 6 digit number for the
example. I'm going to ask you to
choose a 6-digit number at
random. Let's imagine you take
641258 and I'll add 358741,
you'll choose a second number
for example 395214 and I'll add
604785 and then you'll choose a
last number for example 421389.
Then I will add all the numbers
together and you will give the
result in less than 5 seconds,
here the result is 2421387.

am going to present you a

magic trick which allows to

add a large number together

faster than a calculator. I'll do

the magic trick and then I'll

explain it to you. This magic

trick can be done with as

many numbers as you want.

For the trick to work, each

time you go to give your

numbers, I will make sure to

choose a number that is

equal to 9 when I add it up

with yours.

I

1 1Lilian MARIE

DNL

So the result of your numbers

plus mine will be equal to 9's. For

the final result I will take 2 off the

last number and add 2 in front of

the result.

But there are exceptions if the

last digit of the last number you

give is less than 2 then you have

to remove 1 from the tenth and

not two from the units and then

add 2 in front of the number. We

can conclude that this magic trick

is very easy to learn and it works

every time. I strongly advise you

to do it to your friends in order to

impress them.



The magic
trick that will be
presented to
you will show
you how easy it
is to calculate
addition, would
you like to know
how to do it
again ?

The secret

1.To start I will ask you to kindly
choose a random number that
has five digits. In my turn, I will
choose a number different from
yours.

2.Give me another number that
has five digits. Now I write
another number that is different
from yours.

3.Finally give me the last
number. And I thus deduce from
it thanks to this magic trick the
sum of this addition.

irst you need to choose a random

number that has five digits and write it

down on a piece of paper. Now you have

to choose in your turn to choose a

number with five digits, but you must

take into consideration that your number

must be complementary to the one given

so that the sum of the two is equal to

99999. Repeat this operation twice then

ask for a last number five digits.

Now just use the last number by

subtracting 2 from the last digit place 2

in front of the number obtained. And

here the magic trick is performed.

F

1 1Parais Jonas, Thomas Delanoë 1ere G

A magical addition trick

We could tell ourselves that this trick

does not work all the time and it is

wrong! Since it is the last number that

counts, we will always find a solution.

Take as an example a digit ending in

zero, redo the same calculation by

changing the last number, it will suffice

as before subtracting 2 from the last

digit, so we must change the ten

because the last digit is less than zero

so we subtract 1 by ten and it's over. If

the last digit is a 1 it is the same thing, it

will suffice to subtract 1 from the tenth.

To conclude this trick will amaze more

than one, once this trick is learned it is

easy to repeat it to your friends, thanks

to this article you could now brag about

being a magician.



The magic trick of the addition

The goal of this magic trick is to find the

result of a complex operation without

even calculate it. So, you will amaze

everyone and all will consider you like a

god of mathematics. to perform this

magic trick where you will be the

magician, you will need a person. Then

you will ask that person for a number,

after you too will write a number. This

procedure will be repeated several

times. At the end, you will ask the

person for a last number and you will

write the result of this large operation

without calculating.

1 1Zoltan Gillet

The magic trick of the addition

beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo. Nemo

enim ipsam voluptatem quia voluptas sit

aspernatur aut odit aut fugit, sed I have

performed this magic trick with a person.

I asked this person to give me a five-

digit numbers. The number chosen was

14,210. Then it was my turn to write a

five-digit number. I chose 85,789. After, I

asked for the second time this person to

give me another five-digit number. The

number chosen was 32,458 and I was

again my turn to give a five-digit number

so I chose 67541. And finally, I asked

this person for a last number, she

answered me 15,043. this allowed me to

write the result of this sum without any

calculation, who is 215,041.



The magic trick of the addition

As we can see in the example above,

the calculation is composed of two pairs

of numbers who are here, (14,210 ;

85,789) and (32,458 ; 67,541). So, we

notice that in these two pair, the

magician strategically completes the

number given by the other person.

indeed, he chooses his number in such

a way that the result of the sum of the

numbers for each couple is equal to

99,999. We can therefore deduce that

the sum of the two couples is equal to

199,998 or 200,000 – 2. So, when the

person writes the last number, the

magician just has to add this number to

200,000 and then to delete two units. In

our case 200,000 + 15,043 - 2 =

215,041.

1 1Zoltan Gillet

In a general case, the two pairs of

numbers given by the player and the

magician add up to, two times 99,999

who is equals to 199,998 or 200,000 – 2.

We can also denote the last five-digits

number by a4, a3, a2, a1, a0. Let’s take

the example of the number 15,143. So,

a4 = 1 , a3 = 5, a2 = 1, a1 = 4, a0 = 3.

The writing of the five digits number can

also be: 1 x 104 + 5 x 103 + 1 x 102 + 4

x 101 + 3 x 100. The writing of the

calculation of the sum will be: 200,000 -

2 + a4 x 104 + a3 x 103 + a2 x 102 + a1

x 101 + a0 x 100. = 2 x 103 + a4 x 104 +

a3 x 103 + a2 x 102 + a1 x 101 + (a0 x

100 – 2) And the writing of the result will

be:

Now assume that in the last five-digit

numbers, a0 = 0 or a0 = 1. So, when a0

= 0, it is necessary that a0 become the

digit eight and that a1 loses a hundred,

so a1 will become a1-1. And when a0 =

1, we will have to perform an equivalent

manipulation, a0 will be replaced by the

digit nine and a1 will lose a hundred, so

a1 will become a1-1. These two cases

are special because if we subtracted two

units from a0 then the latter would

become a negative number, which is

impossible. Thus, thanks to this

manipulation, the subtraction is

transposed to the hundreds digit a1.

Beside are two examples



My personal comment

I have performed this
trick with big numbers

o finish, it is also possible to transpose

this magic trick to obtain a derivative of

it. indeed we can see this in the example

to the right of the text. In my example

they are not five-digit numbers but

fifteen-digit numbers. There are also no

longer two pairs of numbers but three.

So like the sum of a pair is equal to

999,999,999,999,999. And the sum of

the three pairs is equals to

2,999,999,999,999,997 or

3,000,000,000,000,000 – 3. Then to

simplify it, I'm going to add my fifteen-

digit number, here 163,514,210,563,620

to 3,000,000,000,000,000 and subtract

three units. As my last five digit number

ends with 0 then I will apply the rule

explained previously and get as result

3,163,514,210,563,617.

T

1 1Zoltan Gillet

The magic trick of the addition

My personal comment: I found this trick

very easy to perform because it is not

very hard to understand. This is not an

advantage because the person playing

with you can understand the trick.
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Explanation: This magic

trick is used to make a

big addition quickly. To

start a person will

choose a total of 3

numbers composed of 5

digits each and the

magician will give 2

numbers with 5 digits so

in total he has 5

numbers. They each

give their numbers in

turn. The magician must

make the digits he

chooses to make +9

with the previous digits

of the person when

added up. On the other

hand, we must keep the

last number of the

addition.

The magic addition
Introduce: We are going to
show how to do a big
addition simply and quickly
with a magic trick.

.

.

1 1Luc CHARPENTIER 24/11/2020

-Then once we have added

the fourth numbers so that

they make 99,999 twice, we

can add it, but to keep things

simple we transform these

two numbers into 100,000-1.

-Then we add these two

modified numbers which will

give us:

-And finally, we add 200

000-2 with the last number of

the calculation of the example

which is 45 475 which will do:



Proof that this magic trick works with
other addition in the same principle:

1 1Luc CHARpENTIER 24/11/2020

NEWS



In the video, the speaker make an

addition with the random number of the

website (In orange) and his number (In

blue). After the fifth number the speaker

has give the result (in black) in only few

seconds.

1. The magic trick

The first and the second numbers of the speaker,

was decided to have with the first and the second

numbers 99 999 (likes the picture). That is likes

100 000 – 1 and the two result makes 200 000-2.

It’s now, more easily to calculate. He need just to

subtract2 from the fifth number and put 2 in

front of what is left, and he get the result in few

second.

2. How he was faster

We can denote the

third numbers choose

by the website : 09178

by : a4 ; a3 ; a2 ; a1 ; a0,

and get : 0x104 + 9x103

+ 1x102 + 7x101 +

8x100 And if we add

200 000 – 2 we get a

property : 2x105 +

0x104 + 1x102 + 7x101

+ ((8-2)x100)

3. The magic trick
work with every
numbers give by

1 1Keryan HOUSSIN, 16 years, 1ère

The magic speed of calculation



Photos of the additions

The magic addition
We are going to show you the lightning addition trick, a magic
trick to find the solution to a 5 digit addition. To perform this
magic trick we need 2 people, one person from the public and a
magician, me. The person from the public has to choose a
number, then I have to choose one of them, this action has to be
repeated once again, and finally the person from the public
chooses a last one, so that I have chosen only 2 compared to
the person from the public who has chosen 3.We have to add
these numbers together, this head calculation should take a
long time to solve, but with The Lightning Addition Trick it only
takes me a few seconds to do it.

Conclusion

its a simple and effective
for fooling people !

We can retain from this
experience that in order to fool
an audience it is sometimes
enough to give to its discourse
appearances of complexity,
here the fact of manipulating
many figures hides very simple
additions whose result is known
in advance by the magician.

1 1Cador Etienne - 24/11/ 2020

The secret of the Lightning addition trick

: To solve this magic trick you have to

make the addition of the first 2 numbers

99 999 and this twice, if the member of

the public chooses 34 562 you have to

add 65 437 that gives 99 999 so you

have to restart this step with the 2 last

additions, for the last one you don't have

to change anything. Once you have

done this step you must copy the last

addition in the line dedicated to the

result by removing 2 from the last

number and placing this 2 in front of the

operation.
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I will explain you a

magic trick, the

principal is simple: a

person must write a

five-digit number then

in the magician's turn

at the third number

written by the person

we stop writing

numbers and the

magician must

calculate the number

in less than 10

seconds.

Enzo

STAICU

Mathis

TRAGUET

LIGHTNING
ADDITION:

23785

+ 76214

+ 54321

+ 45678

+ 14893

---------

214891

For example :

11

To do this the

magician did not write

numbers at random he

wrote numbers so that

the addition of the first

4 numbers makes 200

000-2. Then we just

have to copy the last

number by doing -2

that given 256731,2

digit add give 99999.



Introduction :
In this article I will present you a magic trick that

allows you to calculate a number at lightning speed.

First I will first show it to you, then I will explain it to

you, then I will prove it mathematically and finally I

will conclude by opening you to several possibilities

of similar magic trick.

The lightning addition

So I will tell you the secret of this magic trick.

The seemingly random numbers I wrote

make that if you add up the number I was

given and my number the result is 99,999. To

find the result I just have to put a 2 in front of

it and mark the last number I was given by

subtracting 2 from it.

The secret :

Finally we can open up several

possibilities of similar problems

more or less easy as for example

to do the same operation with

numbers with fewer digits.

Or else we can for example, if the

number starts with a number less

than 4, like for example 3,261, and

that we make the result of the

addition is a 5 and that 0's behind

like here with the number 1,739.

We can also make the result of

the operation of 2 numbers is a 1

and that 0's behind which will

allow to have as result the 5th

number with a 2 in front.

Conclusion :

1 1brecville Leo 1ere STI2D B

NEWS



I will present you a ma gic trick, the

principle is simple : a person must write

a five-digit number then in the

magician's turn at the third number

written by the person we stop writing

numbers and the magician must

calculate the number in less than 5

seconds.

To do this the magician did not write

numbers at random he wrote numbers

so that the addition of the first 4

numbers makes 200,000-2

Then we just have to copy the last

number by doing -2

MAILLET
Gautier
1er
STIDD B

11

Source
image :
google
image



Mathematique

The two pairs of number

given by the magicien

and by the players add up

to : 2×9 999=199 998

Denote the digit of this

number :A0,A1,A2,A3,A4,

we called the digit of the

example : A4 = 4 A3 = 8

A2 = 7 A1 = 6. A0=5 This

new number is also :

4×10⁴+8×10³+7×10²+6×1

0¹+5×10⁰

To add the fith number «

48765 » to the magician

number equal to 199,999

We can add 10⁵ to the

fith number and

soubstract two to the digit

of unity.

The magique trick
Anyone can be lighting-
faste calculation if know the
secret of addition tricks.
This method of calcul can
be calculat to associate the
number in pair. This
method can be lighting-

..

Conclude: It's time to
conclude!
Today we got to see how to
perform a magic trick with
simple numbers. Hope you
enjoyed this little tour. Now it's
your turn to impress your
friends and even family
members Have a good day !
and goodbye !

1 1Thomas Lescanne Leandre Fontaine

But what happened if

A0=1 or A0=0 ? _

Assum A0=1 then

A0-2=-1. So we carry 10¹

to the nexte digit (A1)

when 10¹+1-2=9

Assum A0=0 then

A0-2=-2 So we carry 1 to

thenexte digit(A1) When

10¹-2=8



.

Magic Trick

oday i present you a

magic trick. this magic

trick is simple : The

magician can find

number. For make this

magic trick you take one

number with five digit

and the magician can

calculate the number in

less than 5 second.

T

1 1Romain Haize

sewe

To make this magic trick

you take a friend, a

familly member or a

random people and you

tell him to give a number

in less 5 digits and the

magician add an another

numbre with 5 digits and

the friend tell an another

number and for finish the

magician can find the

final number.



Newsletter n°0 - Septembre 2011

Explication:

I will zxplain you a magic

trick,the objectif is simple

:

a person write a five digit

number then the

magician look at the thied

number written by the

person we stop wrtiting

number and the magician

calculate the number in

less than 10 seconds.

Enzo

STAICU

Mathis

TRAGUET

LIGHTNING
ADDITION:

23785

+ 76214

+ 54321

+ 45678

+ 14893

--------

214891

For example:

11

To do this the magician

don't write random

numbers so that the

addition of the first 4

numbers makes

200000-2.Then we just

have to copy the last

number by doing -2 that

given 256731 digit add

give 99999

Math proof:

2 add numbers give

99999

2*99.999=199,998

200000-2=199,998



Exemple
for use the

magic
trick:

A lightning addition :

Here, one of the many
combinations for this magic
trick :

The math proof:
=200000-2+a4 x 10^4+d3 x
10^3+a2 x 10^2+a1 x
10^1+a0 x 10^0
=2 x 10^5+a4 x 10^4+a3 x
10^3 + a2 x 10^2+a1 x
10^1+(a0-2) x 1, wich is
written as 2 a4 a3 a2 a1 (a0-2)

will present you a magic trick, the

principle is simple : a person must

write a five-digit number then in

the magician's turn at the third

number written by trhe person we

stop writing numbers and the

magician must calculate the

number in less than 5 seconds.

To do this the magician did not

write numbers at random he

wrote numbers so that the

addition of the firs 4 numbers

makes 200 000-2. Then we just

have to copy the last number by

doing -2:

I

1 1AlexandreGRANDSIRE-MathisRIVIERE

MAGIC TRICK

79351

+ 20648

+ 36835

+ 63174

+ 92644

--------

= 292644



SPECTACLES

his operation involves asking someone

to say a five-digit number and write it on

a blackboard. After these numbers are

written you need to write one also below,

repeat the action until there are 5

numbers below each other.

Now you have to add all these numbers

and write the result from left to right, but

how do you do that ?

Let's take an example: the person in

front of me chose the number 75211 i

decide to take 24788 his next number is

36529 i take 63470 his last number is

18094 so :

75211

+ 24788

+ 36529

+ 63470

+ 18094

_______________

218092

I managed to find the result so quickly

because I didn't really choose my

numbers at random, I made the digits

that we add to hers make 9, for example

with 75211 + 24788 the result of each

digit is 9. Thanks to that when we look at

the fifth number we just have to add 2 in

front of the number and to subtract 2

from the last digit, which gives us the

right result. for this technique to work

The Magic Operation

How do you do calculate numbers
easly to left to right ?

T

"from the course sheet".

1 1Justine Guée - January 2021

with all numbers, you must know that the

two pairs of numbers given by the player

and the magician add up to : 2 x 99

999=998 whatever the player gives for

his two new numbers is 199 998 = 200

000 - 2 we will use this example

calculation :

23785

+ 76214

+ 54321

+ 45678

+ 14893

___________

214893

Let's denote by a4, a3, a2, a1, a0 the 5

digits of the third number given by the

player In our example a4 = 1, a3 = 4, a2

= 8, a1 = 9, a0 = 3 this new number is

also 14 893 = 1x 10^4 +4 x 10^3 + 8 x

10^2 + 9 x 10^1 + 3 x 10^0 the five

numbers add up to 200 000 - 2 + a4 x

10^4 + a3 x 10^3 + a2 x 10^2 + a1 x

10^1 + a0 x 10^0 = 2 x 10^5 + a4 x 10^4

+ a3 x 10^3 + a2 x 10^2 + a1 x 10^1 +

(a0 - 2) what happens if a0 = 1 or a0 = 0

? end of proof Assume a0 = 1 then a0 -

2 = -1 then carry 1 to the next digit

therefore final result has 9 as unit digit

and a1 - 1 for the digit of 10^1 to

conclude we can say that this method is

practical and fast but it can only be used

in special cases, it is therefore difficult to

use.



•A 3-digit number is

chosen. Then reverse

this number. Subtract

this number from the

first 3-digit number.

once you have the

difference, reverse

this result and add,

and we obtain 1089

CONCLUSION:

finally, the magic trick

"1089 and all"

is very easy it used.

It's hard to learn this

magic trick but when

you understand this

magic trick you can use

it everytime for

impressionate.

1089 and all that is a magic trick, it is easy to perform.

1089 AND ALL THAT

A youtuber explic the magic

tricks with the exemple and

with mathematical formula.

Vidéo:The mathematical formula is :
Consider any 3 digit number where digit are
denoted: a, b and c. This number can be
written as :

<=>(100a+10b+c)-(100c+10b+a)
= 100d-d

Example :
532-235=((5 x 100)-2 x 100)+(2 x 1-5 x 1)

=100(5-2)+0+1(2-5)
=100(5-2)-(5-2)
=500-200-5+2
=297

Alexandre GRANDSIRE - Mathis RIVIERE

1089

This is an
example of this trick.
we obtained
this picture thanks to
the singingbanana video.



SALON

Tip

In this explications, we use

three variable a, b and c likes

that : 100a + 10b + 1c Now

likes in the demonstration, I

reverse the number and

subtract to the first : (100a +

10b + 1c) – (100c + 10b + 1c)

After, we can simplify all this

in : (100a + 10b + c)-(100c +

10b+a) 100a + 10b +c -100c

-10b-a 100(a-c)-(-c+a) 100(a-

c)-(a-c) After this result let me

introduce a new variable, we

can denote (a-c) by d and get

that : 100d-d And again we

can rearrange to simplify :

100(d-1)+90+(10-d) =

100d-100+90 + 10 – d 100d-d

is a three digit number Now

we can add, and reverse : =

(100(d-1)+90+(10-d))+(100(1

0-d)+90+1(d-1)) =

100(9)+180+(9) = 1089 So we

get 1089, and this equation is

a proof, than the magic trick

works

Result 1089 with every number !
Hello, my name is Keryan
HOUSSIN, let’s show you
the magic trick called 1089,
wherre I can find 1089 with
every three digit number.

The formule in the video.

The
demonstration
by Keryan
HOUSSIN.

What is random.org

The website can choose,
for free, a random
between your limit. It's a
proof, than you not
cheating, if you are alone,
and it is extrêmely easy to
use.

1 1A presentation realised by Keryan HOUSSIN

Exceptions :
When I says the trick work

with every number it was a

lie. Ten percent of the number

with three digit don’t work. All

the number with the same

digit at the beginning and at

the end likes 353, don’t work.

So if you want to reproduce

the magic trick, and a

spectator give you a number

likes that, the magic trick is

failed and you really don’t

have luck.



Mathematiques

MOT CLÉ

For example we take 943:

take 943

reverse this number and

subtract them (349)

we obtain 594

reverse this number and

subtract them (495)

we obtain1089

Let us assume that the initial

number is the larger and has

digits a, b and c. So, when we

reverse and subtract we will

have (100a + 10b + c) –

(100c + 10b + a)

This is the same as 100a +

10b + c – 100c – 10b – a =

99a – 99c = 99(a – c)

The 1089 magic tricks
The 1089 magic tricks
is a method to find
1089 at all time.

1 1Thomas Lescanne / Leandre Fontaine

a multiple of 99.

Now, note that the first and

last digits of each number add

up to 9. So, when we reverse

any of these numbers and

add them together we get 9

lots of 100 from the first digit,

9 lots of 1 from the third and

two lots of 90 from the second

and so we get 900 + 9 + 180

= 1089



100a + 10b + c
Reverse and

subtract (100a +
10b + c) - (100c +

10b + a) =100 (a-c)
- (a-c) Denote by d

the number (a-
c)(100a + 10 b + c)

-
(100c + 10b + a)

=100d – d 100d – d
=100d – 100 + 90 +
10 – d =100( d – 1)
+ 90 + (10 – d)(100

(d – 1) + 90 + (10
–d)) + (100 (d - 1) +
90 +1 (d – 1) =100

(9) + 180 (9) =1089

The Migik Trick 1089.

The magic trick is to find

the number 1089 each

time. To do this you

have to choose a 3-digit

number which does not

have the same digit

twice in the number.

When you have your

number you can reverse

the number and

subtrcrat the two

number.

1 1Pierrick LEROY 1sti2d B

Maths in english

The result of the

subtraction you reverse

once again and you add

the result of the

subraction and the

reverse of the result and

you obtein the number

1089.



Explanation of
the 1089
magic trick

The 1089 magic Trick

For example:

343
- 343

-------
000

+ 000
-------
0000

To start one person give

a number to the

magician like 371 and

the mafician inverse this

number and do that

again with the result

and that give

sometimes 1089 that

not alwys work you can

see that in the example

on the left

1 1Mathis TRAGUET et Enzo STAICU

The math proof:

(100a+10b+c)-(100c-10b+a)

=100d-d

=100d (-100+90+10)-d (=0)

=100(d-1)+90+(10-d)

(100(d-1)+90+(10-d))+(100(1

0-d)+90+1(d-1)

=100d-100+90+10-d+100-100

d+90+d-1

=100+90+10+1000+90-1

and that give 1089



1 1Justine Guée - January 2021

Now let's try to see if this technique

works with other numbers, we'll take

763, 268 and 525.

763

- 367

_______

396

+ 693

________

1089

268

- 862

_______

- 594

+ 495

________

- 99

525

- 525

_______

0

+ 0

________

0

We can see that this trick doesn't work

with all numbers, let's take the very first

example from the video again and try to

figure out how we found this result.

To be sure to find 1089, all digits in the

first number must be different. The first

digit must also be greater than the last

digit, here it is because in 371, 3 is much

greater than 1. It is a necessary step so

that the subtraction of the reverse is not

a negative result. If the result is negative

we will not be able to find 1089. After

finding the result, we have to take its

inverse but instead of subtracting it, we

have to add it. In this example we

therefore add 198 to 891. If this

technique is done correctly we find

1089, it is the case here.

This operation consists of subtracting the
inverse of numbers and adding the inverse of
the result to always find the same number at

the end which is 1089.

Take a exemple : A person in front of me
decides to take the number 371, I decide to

subtract it by 173 which gives us 198. So I can
add it by 891 and find 1089.

371
- 173

_______
198

+ 891
________

1089

The 1089 trick

Now the question is: Why do we find this

result in some cases?

Take ABC, A is hundreds, B is tens and

C is units

Let's look at this table, it sums up

everything I could say previously :

Hundreds Tens Unit

A B C

Substract : C B A

A - C 0 C - A

We must now subtract 1 Hundred, and

add 9 Tens and 10 Ones (−100, +90,

+10 = 0, so won't change answer):

Hundreds Tens Unit

A - 1 B + 9 C + 10

Substract : C B A

A - 1 - C 9 10 + C - A

We just have to reverse the answer and

add the two numbers together.

Hundreds Tens Unit

A - 1 - C 9 10 + C - A

Add : 10 + C - A 9 A - 1 - C

9 18 9

Simplify : 10 8 9

As predicted the answer was 1089

We can therefore conclude that this

technique is impractical because it takes

precise numbers to find the right result.



Let’s take 3 examples.

Exemple 1

Step 1: Let us take 985.

Step 2: Let us reverse the digits

making the number 589.

Step 3: Subtract the numbers:

985 – 589 = 396.

Step 4: Reverse the digits of the

number in Step 3: 693.

Step 5: Add the numbers in Step

3 and 4: 396 + 693 = 1089.

The results in the three examples

was always 1089. What Really

Happened Before we discuss

why the math trick works, let us

observe what happened when

we subtracted the digits of the

numbers in step 3. Take note of

these observations because they

are the keys to the proof why the

math trick works. Observation 1

The condition states the digits of

the number chosen in Step 1 is

decreasing. Now,

The 1089 magic trick

The course

Step 1: Think of a 3-digit
number where its digits are
decreasing.
Step 2: Reverse the order of
the digits.
Step 3: Subtract the number in
step 2 from the number in step
1.
Step 4: Reverse the order of
the difference in step 3.
Step 5: Add the numbers in
step 3 and step 4.
The result is 1089.

1 2Thomas D. et Jonas P.

Example 2

Step 1: Let us take 742.

Step 2: Let us reverse the digits

making the number 247.

Step 3: Subtract the numbers: 742 –

247 = 495.

Step 4: Reverse the digits of the

number in Step 3: 594.

Step 5: Add the numbers in Step 3

and 4: 495 + 594 = 1089.

Example 3

Step 1: Let us take 831.

Step 2: Let us reverse the digits

making the number 138.

Step 3: Subtract the numbers: 831 –

138= 693.

Step 4: Reverse the digits of the

number in Step 3: 396

Step 5: Add the numbers in Step 3

and 4: 693 + 396= 1089 Hmmm…

the results in the three examples

was always 1089.



this calcul is difficult because he hase a different steps

The first stpep his to multiply the fraction by 2 and

multiply the number 1 by 2.

For the second steps you add 3 at 2 and add 3 at minus 3

And for the last steps you divide 3x by 3 and divide 5 by 3

the result is 5/3

I'm explain the calcul

there are three sentences and juste one is good.

why?

the first sentence is not good becuase he hase a fault

you have to put "-" between fifty and four and the last numbers is

five not four

the second sentence is not good because 50 he doesn't whrite like

this. 50 whrite fifty.

And the last sentence are good

the differents sentences

I'm explain a rule of the maths.

"Minus" and "Plus"

Munis mutiply by minus equal plus

- * - = +

Minus mutiply by plus equal minus

- * + = -

Plus mutiply by plus equal plus

+ * + = +

Just a litten sentence for learn this rule:

the friend of my friend it's my friend

+ + = +

the ennemy of my enemy it's my friend

- - = +

the friend of my enemy it's my ennemy

+ - = -

just a little rule of
the math

1 1Nicole Malo

NEWS



This subtraction is simple, you just have to put the

fractions on the same common denominator so you

have to multiply by 4 the numerator and the

denominator of the first fraction to put on 24 and by

3 the numerator and the denominator of the second

fraction. And then you just have to subtract the first by

the second fraction and you don't have to remember to

keep the common denominator and subtract them.

Subtraction of fractions

This equation is quite simple, you have to pass

the multiplication of 2/3 to the other side by

dividing it and then changing it to multiplication

by putting the inverse of it. And then you just

have to do the multiplication between the

numerators and the one between the

denominators. You have to be careful to put in

division on the other side and to transform the

division into multiplication with the inverse of the

fraction.

Equation with fractions

To find the value of n in this

statement it's a bit more

complicated, we must pass 3

to the power of 8 to the other

side in division then we must

make the rule of powers in

division, we must subtract the

power of the numerator by the

power of the denominator and

keep the 3. We therefore find

3 to the power of -5 and

therefore n = -5. For this

calculation you just have to be

careful when dividing the 3

with the powers and well

subtract the powers while

keeping the 3.

Value of n in a
statement

1 1Théo Loiseaux--Cachard

Calculations



For the first level we must calculate.

This level is easy because you just have to put a common

denominator

Level 1 is an easy fraction

For this level we must simplify the square.

It's harder than the first than the first.

Level 2 is a simplifacation of
square

This level consists in simplifying

the square roots.

It's really a hard level.

Last level is a
boss

1 1Tom Dubreuil

NEWS



To solve a multiplication of power 10

it is enough to add the two powers of

10, so for this calculation it will be

5+3 = 8 so this multiplication is equal

to a^8.

Multiplication of power of 10

To find the value of n : we know

that to multiply two powers of 10

it is enough to add them so it is

necessary to do 3-10 = 7 so the

result is 2^7+2^3 = 2^10

Find the value of n for each
of these statement.

To solve a fraction

addition it is necessary

that the denominators

are common in both

fractions, for this

calculation it is necessary

to make 3*8 for the first

fraction and 8*3 for the

second. This results in 8/

24 + 21/24. Now we just

have to add the

numerators, the result is

29/24.

Addition of
fraction

1 1Nolann Houssin

Calculation



7/12-1/5 is not really difficult. You need to ajust the

dénominator on the same number and do the opération on the

numerator.

The first on : fractions

Find the value of n is easier than the first calcul. You

need to know the rules :

10¹×10¹=10²

10²/10¹=10¹

So (2²)⁴

2²×2²×2²×2²=2⁸

The second on : find the
value of n

Know it's going be really difficult.

1+2/3

2- _____

3÷4/7

Convert 1 in fraction 3/3

Add 3/3+2/3=5/3

Multiply 3 by 7/4=21/4

Multiply 5/3 by 4/21=20/63

Convert 2 in fractions : 126/63

And finish the operation : 126/

63-20/63=106/63

The third on :
other fraction

1 1Mathis Reisser 2nd A

Math's operations



1 1alexandre del prete et mathis dupuis

683I would like to present you a magic

trick based on numbers. More precisely

on 1089. First to do such a magic trick

we have to choose a number between

one hundred and one thousand. firstly a

demonstration.

A b c 100 a + 10 b + 1 c

(100a+10b+c)-(100c+10b+a) =100(a-c)-

(a-c) =(100a+10b+c)-(100c+10b+c)

=100a+10b++c-100c-10b-a =100(a-

c)+(c-a) =100(a-c)-(-c+a) =100(a – c – a

- c) Denote by d the number a – c

Reverse subtract =(100a+10b+c) –

(100c+10b+a) =100 d-d A c d 1

Rearrange 100d-d =100d-100+90+10-d

= 0 =100(d-1)+90+(10-d) =100 d-d Is a 3

diget number now Never,add

(100a(d-1)+90+(10-d))+(100(10-d)+90+1

(d-1))

100d-100+90+10-d+1000-100d+90+d-1

=-100+90+10+1000+90-1=1089

Secondly Let’s take an example for this

magic trick.

683

-386

equal

297

+793

equal

1089

Thirdly The magic trick works at 90

percent because if we choose a number

in which the digit of hundreds is the

same as the unit when we reverse and

substract. It gives a zero. In conclusion

for the magic magic trick we need a

number between one hundred and one

thousand. Then we apply the

demonstration and as a result it gives

the number 1089.nevertheless the

magic trick works at 90 percent. There

are a lot of magic tricks with a number

sutch as Danemark and Kiwi.

the magic trick 1089

.



SPECTACLES

et ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus

error sit voluptatem accusantium

doloremque laudantium, totam rem

aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo

inventore veritatis et quasi architecto

beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo. Nemo

enim ipsam voluptatem quia voluptas sit

aspernatur aut odit aut fugit, sed quia

consequuntur magni dolores eos qui

ratione voluptatem.

Sequi nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam

est, qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit

amet, consectetur, adipisci velit, sed

quia non nucommodi consequatur? Sed

ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus

error sit voluptatem accusantium

doloremque laudantium, totam rem

aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo

inventore veritatis et quasi architecto

beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo.

Inter-titre

Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem quia

voluptas sit aspernatur aut odit aut fugit,

sed quia consequuntur magni dolores

eos qui ratione voluptatem sequi

nesciunt neque porro.

Quisquam est, qui dolorem ipsum quia

dolor sit amet, consectetur, adipisci velit,

sed quia non numquam eius modi

tempora incidunt ut labore et dolore

magnam aliquam quaerat voluptatem.

ed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste

TITRE LOREM IPSUM DOLOREM AT
CONCEPTUER SIT ASPERNATUR

Sous-titre lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipis
sous titre viate laudanium ipsum dolor sit amet, consec
tetur adipis sit amet, consectetur adipis sous titre viate
laudanium ipsum dolor sit amet, consec tetur adipis

M

Titre légende
Légende Nemo enim

ipsam voluptatem quia
voluptas sit aspernatur

Nemo enim ipsam
voluptatem quia.

MOT CLÉ

Neque porro larmea
uisquam
Est, qui dolorem ipsum quia
dolor sit amet, consectetur,
adipisci velit, sed quia non
numquam eius modi tempora
incidunt ut labore et dolore
magnam aliquampora incidunt
ut labore et dolore magnam
aliquam quaerat voluptatem.
Ut enim ad minima.
nam aliquampora incidunt ut
labore et dolore magnam
aliquam quaerat voluptatem.
Ut enim minima. 350 signes
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tium doloremque laudantium, totam rem

aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo

inventore veritatis et quasi architecto

beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo. Nemo

enim ipsam voluptatem quia voluptas sit

aspernatur aut odit aut fugit, sed quia

consequuntur magni dolores eos qui

ratione voluptatem. Sequi nesciunt.

Neque porro quisquam est, qui dolorem

ipsum quia dolor sit amet, consectetur,

adipisci velit, sed quia non nucommodi

consequatur? Sed ut perspiciatis unde

omnis.

ed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus

error sit voluptatem accusantium

doloremque laudantium, totam rem

aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo

inventore veritatis et quasi architecto

beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo. Nemo

enim ipsam voluptatem quia voluptas sit

aspernatur aut odit aut fugit, sed quia

consequuntur magni dolores eos qui

ratione voluptatem.

Sequi nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam

est, qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit

amet, consectetur, adipisci velit, sed

quia non nucommodi consequatur? Sed

ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus

error sit voluptatem accusantium

aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo

inventore veritatis et quasi architecto

Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem quia

voluptas sit aspernatur aut odit.



Some square roots are difficult to calculate because they are

not all perfect, i.e. as in the example opposite the square root

is not perfect because it does not give a precise number

whereas for example the square root of 121. To solve the

calculation if against I took 49 because it is a divisor of 147,

and I multiplied 49 by 3 because 3*49 = 147 I then separated

the square root of 49 from the square root of 3. Then I took the

square root of 49 which is 7 and kept the square root of 3. I

find this kind of calculation rather difficult.

Square roots

Affition fractions that do not have the same

denominator First of all, the denominators must be the

same, so multiply denominator 3 and numerator 2 by

the denominator 5 and multiply denominator 5 and

numerator 7 by the denominator 3. This will give 10 out

of 15 + 21 out of 15. Now that the denominators are

common, we can add the numerators, which gives us

31 out of 15. This calculation is rather simple.

Sorry but I can't fit all my calculation on the picture.

Addition of fraction

To calculate the fraction division A

on B divided by C on D returns to

make A on B multiply by D on C

thus in the example against 13 on

7 multiply by 3 on 20 what gives

39 on 140 This calculation is easy

- just remember A/B/C/D = A/B*D/

C

Division of
fraction

1 1Karwan El attar

NEWS



The literal calculation is the calculation with numbers and

letters where each letter designates a number (which we do

not know), the aim is to determine the value of the unknown.

Example: 2a - 6a. To calculate 2a - 6a, we make the addition 2

- 6 - 8. then 2a - 6a - 8a.

But what is the literal calculus in
fact ?

It's very simple, there is a formula adapt for all

unknown.

The fromula is ka-kb -k (a-b) or (a-b)k.

You can choose one of the two, it won't change the

result.

But how to calculate letters
and numbers ?

This way of not making a mistake

may seem useless but no, it will

serve you well especially in the

literal calculation.

The way not to be wrong is this,

most of the time we go fast in the

calculations is we make mistakes.

But you should know that you

can't mix fruits and vegetables

because they don't taste the

same.

It's the same with numbers and

letters.They do not have the same

unity.

The error to avoid

1 1Mata Eliott-2ndeB

literal calculation



Choose the right answer.

This program is run for x 3:

we subtract 8, we get :- 11 OR -5 OR 5

we multiply the result by -4, we get: -44 OR 20 OR -20

we add a quadruple of the number of departures that is:-12 OR

12 OR 1.2

we get: 32 OR -32 OR -42.8

First exercice

Factor the following phrases as much as possible and

reduce factors. writes your calculation on a sheet paper

A(x)= ( 4x+3 )2 - 1

B(x)= 4 - (2x + 1) 2

Second exercice

What is the developed form of b

(c-d)?

-bc - bd

-cb - bd

-db - bc

What is the developed shape of 2

(3-5a)?

- 6 - 10a

-10a - 6

- impossible

Third exercice

2 2Mata Eliott-2ndeB

practical exercise



Choose the right answer. This

program is run for x 3: we subtract 8,

we get : -5

we multiply the result by -4, we get:

-5×(-4)=20

we add a quadruple of the number of

departures that is: 4×3=12

we get: 20+12=32

First exercice

Ok! b (c-d)-bc-bd. To develop b (c-d),

it is necessary to multiply b

successively by c and d. b (c-d)-b×c-

b×d-bc-bd.

Just! It's actually 6-10a. When there is

a time in front of a parenthesis, we

apply the distributivity: we multiply the

2 by 3 and then by 5a

Third exercice

Factor the following phrases as

much as possible and reduce

factors. writes your calculation on a

sheet paper

A(x)= ( 4x+3 )2 - 1

B(x)= 4 - (2x + 1) 2

Second exercice

3 1Mata Eliott-2ndeB

corrected practical exercise



4 4Mata Eliott-2ndeB
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The first calculation is to search the result of: 5 / 8x15 =
?. This is a bit difficult calculation because there is a
division and a multiplication in addition there is a digit
above the table of 10 and also with a decimal result. The
answer to this calculation is 9.375.

Calculation Mission n°1 :

The second calculation is: √40 =?. It is a simple
calculation but with a little difficulty, because the
way to write the result is a little different from what
we see. The result is 2√10.

Calculation Mission n°2:

The third calculation is: 9-3: 5
+ 1 = ?. This calculation is
simple in my opinion but the
result with a point which can
be a bit long to find in addition
there is a priority rule. The
result is 9.4.

Calculation
Mission n°3:

1 1Kilian Bunel et Hélie Saillard

Calculation Mission



BRÈVES

Perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error

sit voluptatem accusantium doloremque

laudantium, totam rem aperiam, eaque

ipsa quae ab illo inventore veritatis et

quasi architecto beatae vitae dicta sunt

explicabo. Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem

quia voluptas sit aspernatur aut odit aut

fugit, sed quia consequuntur magni

dolores eos qui ratione voluptatem.

Sequi nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam

est, qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit

amet, consectetur, adipisci velit, sed

quia non nucommodi consequatur? Sed

ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus

error sit voluptatem accusan

TITRE LOREM IPSUM
LOREM AT CONCEPTUER
Sous-titre lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipis

Berspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error

sit voluptatem accusantium doloremque

laudantium, totam rem aperiam, eaque

ipsa quae ab illo inventore veritatis et

quasi architecto beatae vitae dicta sunt

explicabo. Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem

quia voluptas sit aspernatur aut odit aut

fugit, sed quia consequuntur magni

dolores eos qui ratione voluptatem.

Sequi nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam

est, qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit

amet, consectetur, adipisci velit, sed

quia non nucommodi consequatur? Sed

ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus

error sit voluptatem accusan

TITRE LOREM IPSUM MET
Sous-titre lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipis

ACTUALITÉS

Légende Nemo
enim ipsam
voluptatem quia
voluptas sit
aspernatur aut
odit aut fugit.

Neque porro quisquam
lorem ipsum

1 1Newsletter n°0 - Septembre 2011

Est, qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit
amet, consectetur, adipisci velit, sed
quia non numquam eius modi tempora
incidunt ut labore et dolore magnam
aliquampora incidunt ut labore et
dolore magnam aliquam quaerat
voluptatem. Ut enim ad minima.
nam aliquampora incidunt ut labore et
dolore magnam aliquam quaerat.

Neque porro quisquam
lorem ipsum

MOT CLÉ

Légende Nemo enim ipsam vo

Légende Nemo enim ipsam vo

Est, qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit
amet, consectetur, adipisci velit, sed
quia non numquam eius modi tempora
incidunt ut labore et dolore magnam
aliquampora incidunt ut labore et
dolore magnam aliquam quaerat
voluptatem. Ut enim ad minima nam
aliquampora incidunt ut labore et
dolore magnam aliquam.

MOT CLÉ

tium doloremque laudantium, totam rem

aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo

inventore veritatis et quasi architecto

beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo.

Inter-titre

Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem quia

voluptas sit aspernatur aut odit aut fugit,

sed quia consequuntur magni dolores

eos qui ratione voluptatem sequi

nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam est, qui

dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit amet,

consectetur, adipisci velit, sed quia non

numquam eius modi tempora incidunt ut

labore et dolore magnam aliquam

quaerat voluptatem. 1000 signes.

tium doloremque laudantium, totam rem

aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo

inventore veritatis et quasi architecto

beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo.

Inter-titre

Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem quia

voluptas sit aspernatur aut odit aut fugit,

sed quia consequuntur magni dolores

eos qui ratione voluptatem sequi

nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam est, qui

dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit amet,

consectetur, adipisci velit, sed quia non

numquam eius modi tempora incidunt ut

labore et dolore magnam aliquam

quaerat voluptatem. 1000 signes.



when we multiply an X by an X,

that makes X²

Calculate X by X

the root of 144 and 12. to find

we make 12x12 = 144 so the

root of 144 and 12.

Root of 144

x + x = 2x not to

be confused with X

x X = X²

A little simple
calculator may not
be confused

1 1Newsletter n°0 - Septembre 2011
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This calculation is easy, it's a basic

calculation.

1/2*2=1

This calculation is easy, it's a fraction

calculation

= 3

This calculation is easy,

it's a basic calculation.

1 1Ylane PARRET

English



The result of thic calculation is very simple

because when an number is multiply by 0 his

result is 0

calculation number one

First, we need to put both fraction at the

same denominator.

Secondy, substract from both numerator.

Finally the result is -1/4

calculation number two

The caluculation is simple

because we need to reverse the

numerator and the denominator of

5/3, so 3/5,

so the division became a

multiplication and

we multiply (4x3)/(5x5)

and the result is 12/25

Jean de Loynes d'Estrées

& Benjamin Pignac

calculation

number three
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1)Calculate the powers

2)Calculate the number bitwin the

brackets

3)Finish the calcule

The result of the adition is 230496

1-Calculate the powers

1)make the square root of 25

and 121

2)multiply the results

3)Put the fractions on the same

denominator

4)Subtract the two fractions

5)add the rest

2-fractions and square root

1)Solve the square root

in the division

2)calculate the second

division

3)multiply the result of

the two equations

4)complete the

calculation

3-The hardest

1 1Clément RICHARD et Romain KISLTER

Calculation for Smart people



Before we discuss why the math trick works, let us

observe what happened when we subtracted the digits of

the numbers in step 3. Take note of these observations

because they are the keys to the proof why the math

trick works.The condition states the digits of the number

chosen in Step 1 is decreasing. Now, it follows that when

digits of the number is reversed, the ones digit of the

subtrahend is larger than the ones digit of the minuend.

This means that we have

What Happened

We can generalize our observations above and use them to prove why

the math trick works. Let us discuss the generalization of the

subtraction per digit; that is, we subtract each pair of digits

independently, so we do not really consider their place values in

relation to the original number. In the generalization, let the abc be the

3-digit number with digits a, b, and c where a > b > c.Ones: 10 + c – a

Since the number abc has decreasing digits, in subtracting ones digit,

we always have to “borrow 1” from the tens digit since a > c. So, we

add 10 to c and then subtract a from their sum. Therefore, the ones

digit is 10 + c – a. Tens: 9 As we have mentioned in Observation 2, the

tens digit of the original and the reversed numbers are the same.

Since we borrowed 1 from the minuend, the subtrahend is always

greater than 1. This makes the difference of the tens digit 9. This is

shown in the generalized subtraction (b – 1 + 10) – b = 9 (Can you see

why?). Hundreds: a – 1 – c We borrowed 1 from a, making it a – 1.

Why_èlk;llllllllllllllllllllllllll
Trick Works

Shown in the figure below is

the sum of the difference of the

numbers we subtracted and

that of which its digits are

reversed. The ones digit add

up to 9, the tens add up to 18,

“carrying 1” to the tens digit.

The tens digit add up to 9 + 1 =

10. This makes the digits of the

sum 10, 8, and 9 which is

1089.

See you later aligator !!!

Reversing the
Difference and
Adding

2 Thomas D. et Jonas P.

NEWS



Difficulty : easy

answer : 28

Calculate : 5² + 3

Difficulty : medium

answer : 25

Calculate : 500/20

Difficulty : Hard

answer : 400

Calculate : (4 X
10²)

1 1Damien Pasquer

Calculates



First you have to multiply what is outside the square root, then

we must independently calculate the two square roots and

multiply them. Finally you have to multiply the number outside

the brackets and the number in the barckets.

To multiply the square roots:

You have to take the units and multiply them, we get

the figure of the units of the result. Then you have to

add one number and the number of units on the other,

that's the number of hundreds.

To multiply numbers greater
than eleven:

We must find the divisors of each

number, then we have to simplify

them. Finally we must remove the

numerator and denominator

common to both and calculate the

result.

To multiply
fractions:

1 1Clément POMMIER 11/01/2021

the multiplication POMMIER



We multiply six times two in the

numerator and seven times three in

the denominator, which gives us

twelve over twenty-one. We divide

the fraction by three, which gives us

four out of seven.

Do by EVAN SKRYVE

1) On this riddle we can see that if we do the

calculation with an even or odd number the result

will always be even. For that we will check, and I

will let you check on your side. If we choose the

number 1 the result will be equal to 12 and with 4

the result is equal to 15.

2) 8 + 8 x 11 equals 8 + 88 and then to 96 if we

add.

3) 6 ÷ 2 (1 + 2) gives 6 ÷ 2 x 3 then we multiply 2

by 3 and finally we divide 6 by 6 which gives the

result of 1.

Do by GABRIEL POIDEVIN
DE C.

This calculation

seems difficult but

when you break it

down it's more

simple because the

two five in the

square root cancel

out and at the final

you get square root

of three and the

result it's three

Do by JULYAN
NOURRY

1 1By Evan SKRYVE, Julyan NOURRY and Gabriel POIDEVIN DE COURSEULLES



You surely already heard your math teacher said to the class

that 0 is not nothing right ? well after he told me that, I did

some research ...

And you see, I discovered that 0 can be equal to 1!!

when I saw this I was very surprised at first ! 0 can't be equal

to something since 0 is ... Well... Equal to 0 ! But after seing

some videos on the internet I understood why this is possible...

So... You see.....

Can 0 be equal to 1 ?

I am going to explain you how 0 can be equal to 1 .

But before, I hardly recommand you to watch John

Hush's videos explaning this problem.

Prove:0=1

Proof:0=0+0+0+0+0+... to infinity

We can also say : 0=(-1+1)+(-1+1)+(-1+1)+(-1+1)+...

And since they are all the same number with the same

operation we can change their place !

So:0=1+(1-1)+(1-1)+(1-1)+(1-1)+with a +1 at the end of

infinity So: 0=1+0+0+0+0+0+... and finally:0=1

we can now say with our proof that 0=1 !

How 0 CAN be equal to 1

Links to the pictures :

-Snoopy

(second picture)

-Tribulations d’une caissière

(third picture)

and the videos from John Hush

introducing the 0=1 problem :

Proof that 0=1 :

https://youtu.be/P4GgBr-INMk

Extras
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